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News Highlights

Usborne was shortlisted for a whopping 
FOUR categories at The British Book 
Awards this year.

•   Publisher of the Year

•   Children’s Publisher of the Year

•   Children’s Book of the Year: Anisha, Accidental 
     Detective by Serena Patel

•   Marketing Strategy of the Year: Jo Olney and 
     Stevie Hopwood for The Super Miraculous 
     Journey of Freddie Yates by Jenny Pearson

Harklights by Tim 
Tilley was chosen as 
Waterstones Children’s 
Book of the Month for May.

•   “A charming fairytale adventure with an 
     enduring ecological message.” 
     Peter Bunzl, author of Cogheart

•   Winner of the Joan Aiken Future  Classics Prize, 
     Harklights is a magical story celebrating family, 
     friendship and the natural world, filled with a 
     message of hope for our times. 

•   9781474966603, £7.99, PB, 8 years+ 

The Super Miraculous 
Journey of Freddie Yates was 
shortlisted for the Branford 
Boase Award 2021. 

•   The super funny, heart-warming adventure 
     of three boys, one summer holiday, and a 
     few miracles along the way, from breakout  
     talent, Jenny Pearson, illustrated by award-
     winning Rob Biddulph. 

•   9781474974042, £6.99, PB, 9 years+

The Gilded Ones by 
Namina Forna reaches 
#15 in the Bookseller YA 
and Children’s Chart. 

•   The must-read new bold and immersive West 
     African-inspired fantasy series, as featured on 
     Cosmo, Bustle, Book Riot and Refinery 29. In this 
     world, girls are outcasts by blood and warriors 
     by choice, perfect for fans of Children of Blood 
     and Bone and Black Panther. 

•   9781474959575, £8.99, PB, 14 years+

That’s not my chick... reaches #4 in the Bookseller Children’s 
Pre-School Chart and #24 in the Official UK Top 50 in April. 
That’s not my bunny... reached #6 in the Bookseller Children’s 
Pre-school Chart and #29 in the Official UK Top 50 in April. 

•   Babies love the best-selling That’s not my… books with their bold illustrations, patches to stroke, and a mouse 
     to spot on every page, all designed to develop sensory and language awareness.   

•   That’s not my chick... 9781474942959, £6.99, Cased Board, 6 months+
•   That’s not my bunny... 9781474988889, £6.99, Cased Board, 6 months+
   



Staff picks

It’s not every day that a family of polar bears comes knocking on your 
door asking for help. Fortunately, they picked the right bunch of sparky 
kids to call on in this charming narrative non-fiction book. Once they’ve 
explained the big reason why their ice is melting and the whole world is 
in trouble, the brainstorming begins and the kids draw up an awesome 
action plan. Brimming with hope and enthusiasm, this book is the perfect 
introduction to tackling climate change for all young people.

Would you like to hear some of the most amazing music ever written? 
And find out about the fascinating life of the great composer who wrote 
it? Then you’re in luck! Because the animal orchestra is coming to town… 
On each double-page spread of this charmingly illustrated sound book, 
you can hear one of Beethoven’s most famous tunes. While they’re 
playing it for you, the animals tell you a little bit about Beethoven. The 
melodies include his dramatic fifth symphony, his legendary “Ode to 
Joy” and one of his wonderful piano concertos. The endearing animal 
characters and enchanting tunes make this a perfect way to introduce 
little children to the magical world of music. 

September October

DecemberNovember

This wonderful new addition to the best-selling Usborne Magic Painting 
series is filled with exquisite scenes from the natural world to help you 
focus on the here and now and let go of worries. Simply brush water over 
the tranquil black and white designs to reveal an inspiring array of vivid 
colours. As with our other Magic Painting books, it comes with a quality 
brush and a laminated back page you can use to stop the water seeping 
through to the pages below. There’s also an introductory page with tips on 
mindfulness. So put your cares aside as you paint the restful images and 
watch the colours magically appear.
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This is a topic that’s so hard to talk about but impossible to ignore, 
so it’s great to have a young flap book exploring it in a thoughtful, 
approachable way. Each flap focuses on a question that children are 
likely to ask, from ‘Why do people dress differently?’ and ‘Aren’t we all 
the same really?’ to ‘What does racism feel like?’ and ‘Is it racist to call 
someone black?’ The answers have been carefully written in consultation 
with the children’s education charity, Show Racism the Red Card, and 
child psychologist Dr Aayesha Mulla, then brought to life with Sandhya 
Prabhat’s delightful illustrations. Offering helpful advice on how we can 
all work together to stop racism, this is a must buy for everyone! 

9781474995795
£9.99 | Cased Board | 4 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Written in association with

9781474995559
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Dec 2021

9781474989862
£9.99 | Hardback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

9781474990691
£12.99 | Cased Board | 6 months+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021
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For Little Ones

Press the pages to hear the sounds of amazing animals and 
the prehistoric world. With bright illustrations, fingertrails and 
lots to spot on every page.

Press the buttons to hear the 
music and dance along with 
the dinosaurs!

9781474997768
£12.99 | Cased Board | 10 months+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

9781474991803
£12.99 | Cased Board | 6 months+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Explore the magic of the 
Universe in this introduction 
to Holst’s famous orchestral 
suite based on our Solar 
System. Press the buttons 
to hear the specially 
arranged music.

9781474981224
£12.99 | Cased Board | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Perfect for World 
Space Week

4th - 10th October

Discover five of Beethoven’s 
greatest tunes by pressing 
the buttons in this delightful 
book, learning a little bit 
about the composer’s 
extraordinary life along 
the way.

9781474990691
£12.99 | Cased Board | 6 months+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Climb on board a fire 
engine in this action-
packed addition to the 
Peep Inside How It 
Works series. 

9781474968836
£7.99 | Cased Board | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Enter the world of genies and magic 
in this stunning retelling of the classic 
story, with flaps to lift and delicate, 
laser-cut holes to peep through.

9781474992244
£9.99 | Cased Board | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Look inside 
Peep Inside a Fairy 
Tale: The Elves and 

the Shoemaker 

Lift the big flaps in this 
charmingly illustrated book to 
join Fox and his friends for a 
game of hide-and-seek. 

9781474995689
£7.99 | Cased Board | 2 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021
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9781474976732
£12.99 | Cased Board | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021



For Little Ones

A new addition to the best-selling 
series of touchy-feely books. 

9781474995283
£6.99 | Cased Board | 3 months+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Boxed sets containing a best-selling That’s not my... touchy-feely book with a 
matching plush toy.

9781801310451
£16.00 (inc VAT) | Boxset | 6 months+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

9781801310468
£16.00 (inc VAT) | Boxset | 6 months+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Readers’ fingers can become 
monkeys’ paws by using the 
die-cut holes in this entertaining 
rhyming story book.

9781474995566
£6.99 | Cased Board | 1 year+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Look inside 
Fingerwiggly 

Elephants

Beautifully illustrated, bedtime-friendly story 
books for very young children, presented in a 
small, sturdy board format.

9781474989459
£4.99 | Cased Board | 
18 months+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474999632
£4.99 | Cased Board | 
18 months+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Sturdy board books for little children who are 
learning their very first words. 

9781474998178
£5.99 | Cased Board | Birth+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

9781474998239
£5.99 | Cased Board | Birth+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Educational yet entertaining 
counting book with rhyming 
text, big flaps to lift and 
adorable animal illustrations.

9781474986762
£9.99 | Cased Board | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Blast off and explore our solar 
system with this astronomical 
pop-up book. 

9781474992329
£10.99 | Cased Board | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021
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Perfect for World 
Space Week

4th - 10th October



Look Inside 
Magic Painting 

Rainbows

Awesome Activities

A simple colouring book full 
of fairies and pixies, for very 
young children. 

9781474995610
£4.99 | Paperback | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

These entertaining games will 
help children to learn their first 
times tables. They can read 
the book to find out about the 
numbers in the two, five and 
ten times tables, then play 
two different games using the 
boards and cards provided. 
Game instructions are at the 
back of the book.

9781474998154
£7.99 | Game | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Great for developing 
first numeracy skills 
whilst having fun, 
these boxed sets 
contain 36 cards, 4 
boards and a book.

9781474998130
£7.99 | Game | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

New in Usborne’s best-selling magic painting 
series. Brush water over the black and white 
illustrations using the paintbrush provided, and 
watch the scenes burst into amazing colours.

9781474986236
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

9781474995559
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Dec 2021

9781474983242 
£6.99 | Paperback | 7 years+ | 
Publishing Dec 2021

Get lost in the 
relaxing pictures 
and patterns to 
colour in this 
mindful activity 
book. With links 
to pieces of music 
that complement 
the illustrations, 
helping children 
focus and unwind.

9781474986816
£9.99 | Conc Spiral | 8 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021
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Inspire young 
writers with this 
enticing write-in 
book, packed with 
helpful advice 
on creating 
characters, 
choosing words, 
setting scenes and 
shaping stories. 
New in the 
best-selling series.
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Create magical fingerprinted 
unicorns and fairies using the ink 
pads provided. 

9781474997874
£9.99 | Conc Spiral | 6 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021
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Perfect for World 
Space Week

4th - 10th October



Awesome Activities

A hidden object book full 
of nocturnal animals from 
around the world to spot. 

9781801310512
£4.99 | Paperback | 4 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

A magical sticker book with 
11 awesome mythical beasts 
for you to complete.  

9781474985277
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Fun activities to practise key 
maths skills for ages 5+.

9781474986106
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

A big, colourful book full of 
fun times tables activities.

9781474985543
£6.99 (inc VAT) | Paperback | 6years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021
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9781474998062
£9.99 (inc VAT) | Jigsaw | 6 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474998079
£9.99 (inc VAT) | Jigsaw | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021
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Give the gift of curiosity with these brilliant boxed sets, each containing a highly illustrated 
300-piece jigsaw and accompanying book.



9781474983785
£6.99 | Paperback | 4 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

9781474991162
£6.99 | Paperback | 6 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021

publishing 
November 2021

9781474991179
£6.99 | Paperback | 7 years+ | 
Publishing Nov 2021
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Love Learning

Help children boost their vocabulary 
and develop their speaking skills with 
this engaging word book. Each useful 
everyday word is matched with a 
delightfully illustrated image.

9781474986823
£9.99 | Hardback | 3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Join a family of polar bears as they 
journey south to ask children to help 
save their home. Accessible introduction 
to climate change, with adorable 
characters and a positive message.

9781474989862
£9.99 | Hardback | 5 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Inspire little ones to get 
dressed for the day with 
this charming lift-the-
flap book. New in the 
best-selling series, which 
includes What is Poo? and 
What are Germs?

9781474989855
£7.99 | Cased Board |
3 years+ | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Answering difficult 
questions in 
an accessible, 
meaningful way, this 
book is an extremely 
important addition to 
the best-selling series.

9781474995795
£9.99 | Cased Board | 
4 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Spark children’s 
curiosity with this 
fascinating fact book, 
covering everything 
from the internet and 
gadgets to medicine 
and money.

9781474989886
£9.99 | Cased Board | 
6 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Explore the life of 
trees, why we need 
them and why they 
need our help in 
this environmentally 
themed flap book.

9781474986137
£9.99 | Cased Board | 
6 years+ | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Perfect for learning 
English as a second 

language
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with



Sticker Dolly Dressing

9781474953658
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Dress the fairy princesses as 
they flutter their way through 
a magical kingdom.  

9781474988858
£5.99 | Paperback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Join Christmas Dolls, Star, 
Robin and Clara as they set 
out to save Christmas!

See inside 
A Sticker Dolly 
Story Woodland 
Princess

Look Inside 

Sticker Dolly Stories
Magical chapter book series based on the best-selling Sticker Dolly Dressing activity 
books, with black-and-white illustrations and one full-colour sticker sheet.

Sticker Dolly Dressing
New titles and new editions in the best-selling series, 
with sparkly covers and sparkly stickers.

9781474990806
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years + | 
Publishing Nov 2021
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9781474999526
£6.99 | Paperback | 5 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Dress the dolls and add 
sparkle to the magical scenes 
in this colourful sticker book. 

See inside 
Sticker Dolly Dressing
Winter Wonderland

Dress the dolls as they fulfil their ice 
skating dreams. Includes outfits for 
a training session, costumes for a 
competition and a spectacular 
ballet on ice. Add their skates and 
lots of glamorous accessories too.



Story Time

9781801310291
£9.99 |Paperback | 
8 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Bram Stoker’s classic 
tale of vampires is 
vividly brought to life 
as a graphic novel. 

9781801310284
£9.99 |Paperback | 
7 years + | 
Publishing Dec 2021

The classic Greek Myth 
is brought to life in an 
accessible graphic 
novel format. 

9781474989619
£12.99 |Hardback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, the classic fairy tale is 
specially retold for children learning to read.

9781474989633
£12.99 |Hardback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474989626
£12.99 |Hardback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Nov 2021

9781474982313
£5.99 |Paperback | 
3 years + | Publishing Sept 2021

Specially designed for beginner readers to listen to and read 
aloud, these brilliantly funny rhyming stories feature phonic 
repetition, vibrant illustrations and parents’ notes.

9781474983167
£5.99 |Paperback | 
3 years + | Publishing Oct 2021

9781474969673
£12.99 |Hardback | 
2 years + | Publishing Sept 2021

Each story is the perfect length for bedtime in these 
gorgeously illustrated story collections, specially 
written for young children.

9781474989602
£12.99 |Hardback | 
3 years + | Publishing Nov 2021

9781474994989
£5.99 | Hardback | 
4 years + | Publishing Nov 2021

Daisy the 
dinosaur learns 
a lesson in not 
being lazy at 
Dino Valley 
Scout Camp.

9781474989435
£5.99 | Hardback | 
4 years + | Publishing Nov 2021

Part of the Usborne 
Reading Programme, 
the classic fairy tale 
is specially retold for 
children learning 
to read.
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Perfect for 
Halloween bookshop 

displays



Unipiggle and Princess Pea find a top-secret magic book - but there’s a witch 
determined to steal it! The spooky fourth adventure in this highly-illustrated, 
full-colour series from award-winning Hannah Shaw.

Watch the 
Unipiggle 

series trailer

Fabulous Fiction

9781474986489
£7.99 |Paperback | 9 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

First in a dazzling, 
classic adventure 
series brimming with 
friendship, bravery 
and imagination, 
set against an 
enchanting Parisian 
backdrop, from 
magical new 
storyteller Clare 
Povey.

9781474972154
£6.99 |Paperback | 9 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Aveline becomes enchanted by a girl 
she meets on her summer holidays... 
with consequences that will send 
shivers down readers’ spines, in the 
second spooky adventure in this 
classic series. 

9781474991148
£5.99 |Paperback | 6 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

9781474989756
£5.99 |Paperback | 8 years + | 
Publishing Nov 2021

Anisha, accidental detective, suspects sabotage when 
school musical rehearsals are struck by disaster. Can 
she find the culprit and save the show? The fourth 
escapade in this award-winning, rib-tickling series.

9781474972178 9781474972185 9781474972192

Other adventures in the Unipiggle series

Perfect for 
Halloween bookshop 

displays

9781474959520 9781474959537 9781474959544

Previous books in the Anisha, Accidental Detective series:

Watch Serena 
introduce Anisha, 

Accidental Detective

Winner of the Fiction award at the Sainsbury’s 
Children’s Book Awards 2020 and shortlisted 
for the Blue Peter Book Award

9781474972147

Perfect for 
Halloween bookshop 

displays

9781801310840
£12.99 |Hardback | 9 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

Two children must 
protect the book 
that everyone seeks, 
in this timeless 
adventure from one 
of the UK’s leading 
screenwriters and 
directors. For fans of 
Philip Pullman and 
Katherine Rundell.

9781474989732
£7.99 | Paperback | 14 years + | 
Publishing Sept 2021

Chinese-
Vietnamese-
American Eliza 
Quan is not here to 
be liked, she’s here 
to win, in this funny, 
incisive, hating you/
dating you romance, 
introducing a 
dazzling YA voice 
readers will fall for. 
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9781474995634
£6.99 | Paperback | 3 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474999380
£5.99 | Paperback |  6 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021
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9781474995498
£5.99 | Cased Board |  
1 year + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474994682
£12.99 | Cased Board |  
6 months + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474990745
£6.99 | Paperback |  3 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781801310314
£7.99 | Cased Board |  
3 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474995771
£7.99 (inc VAT) | Jigsaw Box | 
3 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474999526
£6.99 | Paperback | 
5 years + | Publishing Oct 2021

9781801310802
£6.99 | Cased Board | 
6 months + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474995702
£12.99 | Cased Board | 
1 year + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474986038
£5.99 | Paperback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474988858
£5.99 | Paperback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781474983167
£5.99 | Paperback | 
5 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021

9781801313445
£19.99 | Calendar | 3 years + | 
Publishing Oct 2021
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Order Form
Title      ISBN   RRP     Quantity

Can we really help the Polar Bears?   9781474989862  £9.99
What is Racism?     9781474995795  £9.99
The Animal Orchestra Plays Beethoven  9781474990691  £12.99
Magic Paint Yourself Calm    9781474995559  £6.99
Dinosaur Sounds     9781474976732  £12.99
Wild Animals Sound Book    9781474991803  £12.99
Dance with the Dinosaurs    9781474997768  £12.99
The Planets     9781474981224  £12.99
Peep Inside How a Fire Engine Works   9781474968836  £7.99
Peep Inside A Fairytale Aladdin   9781474992244  £9.99
Play Hide and Seek with Fox    9781474995689  £7.99
That’s not my mermaid...    9781474995283  £6.99
That’s not my polar bear... toy and book  9781801310451  £16.00 (inc VAT)
That’s not my teddy... toy and book   9781801310468  £16.00 (inc VAT)
Fingerwiggly Monkeys    9781474995566  £6.99
The Stormy Day     9781474989459  £4.99
The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse  9781474999632  £4.99
Very First Words Library Animals   9781474998178  £5.99
Very First Words Library Things That Go  9781474998239  £5.99
Count to Ten and Back Again   9781474986762  £9.99
Pop-Up Space     9781474992329  £10.99
Times Tables Matching Games and Book  9781474998154  £7.99
Numbers Matching Games and Book   9781474998130  £7.99
Space Magic Painting Book    9781474986236  £6.99
Fingerprint Activities Unicorns and Fairies  9781474997874  £9.99
First Colouring Fairies and Pixies   9781474995610  £4.99
Colour Yourself Calm    9781474983242  £6.99
Write Your Own Story Word Book   9781474986816  £9.99
Look and Find Puzzles Night time   9781801310512  £4.99
Build Your Own Mythical Beasts Sticker Book  9781474985277  £6.99
Pencil and Paper Maths Activity Book   9781474986106  £6.99
Times Tables Activities    9781474985543  £6.99 (inc VAT)
Book and Jigsaw Planet Earth   9781474998062  £9.99 (inc VAT)
Book and Jigsaw Times Tables   9781474998079  £9.99 (inc VAT)
ER The Magic Porridge Pot    9781474983785  £6.99
ER The Firebird     9781474991162  £6.99
ER Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde    9781474991179  £6.99
1000 English Words    9781474986823  £9.99
Why Should I Get Dressed?    9781474989855  £7.99 
LTF Questions and Answers How Does It Work?  9781474989886  £9.99
LTF Trees      9781474986137  £9.99
A Sticker Dolly Story Christmas Mystery  9781474988858  £5.99
SDD Fairy Princesses    9781474953658  £6.99
SDD Ice Skaters     9781474990806  £6.99
SDD Winter Wonderland    9781474999526  £6.99
Dracula Graphic Novel    9781801310291  £9.99
The Odyssey Graphic Novel    9781801310284  £9.99
Illustrated Stories of Monsters, Ogres and Giants 9781474989619  £12.99
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Fingerprint Activities Unicorns and Fairies  9781474997874  £9.99
First Colouring Fairies and Pixies   9781474995610  £4.99
Colour Yourself Calm    9781474983242  £6.99
Write Your Own Story Word Book   9781474986816  £9.99
Look and Find Puzzles Night time   9781801310512  £4.99
Build Your Own Mythical Beasts Sticker Book  9781474985277  £6.99
Pencil and Paper Maths Activity Book   9781474986106  £6.99
Times Tables Activities    9781474985543  £6.99 (inc VAT)
Book and Jigsaw Planet Earth   9781474998062  £9.99 (inc VAT)
Book and Jigsaw Times Tables   9781474998079  £9.99 (inc VAT)
ER The Magic Porridge Pot    9781474983785  £6.99
ER The Firebird     9781474991162  £6.99
ER Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde    9781474991179  £6.99
1000 English Words    9781474986823  £9.99
Why Should I Get Dressed?    9781474989855  £7.99 
LTF Questions and Answers How Does It Work?  9781474989886  £9.99
LTF Trees      9781474986137  £9.99
A Sticker Dolly Story Christmas Mystery  9781474988858  £5.99
SDD Fairy Princesses    9781474953658  £6.99
SDD Ice Skaters     9781474990806  £6.99
SDD Winter Wonderland    9781474999526  £6.99
Dracula Graphic Novel    9781801310291  £9.99
The Odyssey Graphic Novel    9781801310284  £9.99
Illustrated Stories of Monsters, Ogres and Giants 9781474989619  £12.99

Title      ISBN   RRP      Quantity

Illustrated Stories of Mermaids   9781474989633  £12.99
Illustrated Stories of Elves, Pixies and Goblins  9781474989626  £12.99
PR Spider Queen’s Halloween   9781474982313  £5.99
PR Ten Pin Penguins    9781474983167  £5.99
Ballet Stories for Little Children   9781474969673  £12.99
Greek Myths for Little Children   9781474989602  £12.99
The Dinosaur who asked “What for?”   9781474994989  £5.99
Pinocchio     9781474989435  £5.99
Unipiggle Witch Emergency    9781474991148  £5.99
Anisha Accidental Detective Show Stoppers  9781474989756  £5.99
The Bewitching of Aveline Jones   9781474972154  £6.99
The Unexpected Tale of Bastien Bonlivre  9781474986489  £7.99
The Book of Stolen Dreams    9781801310840  £12.99
Not Here To Be Liked    9781474989732  £7.99
Christmas Things to Make and Do   9781474995634  £6.99
Countdown to Christmas    9781474999380  £5.99
Are you there little penguin?    9781474995498  £5.99
Don’t Tickle the Polar Bear    9781474994682  £12.99
First Magic Painting Christmas   9781474990745  £6.99
Peep Inside Christmas    9781801310314  £7.99
Book and Jigsaw Santa    9781474995771  £7.99 (inc VAT)
That’s not my Christmas Fairy...   9781801310802  £6.99
Twinky Twinky Nativity    9781474995702  £12.99
Billy and the Mini Monsters - Monsters at Christmas 9781474986038  £5.99
Advent Calendar Book Collection   9781801313445  £19.99
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